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Abstract
In this work active corrosion protection of AA2024 by a bilayer system consisting of a
LDH (layered double hydroxides) conversion layer coated by a sol-gel film was studied.
Impedance and Scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) studies demonstrated an efficient
active corrosion protection and self-healing abilities of the systems containing LDH layer loaded
with vanadate corrosion inhibitor. Microstructural and chemical analysis of the surface after
corrosion testing showed accumulation of chlorine signal in LDH coatings. The scavenging of
chlorides and release of vanadate inhibitor from LDH layer can explain high efficiency of
corrosion inhibition of AA2024 by the novel protective system.
Keywords: Active corrosion protection; Layered double hydroxides; Sol-gel coatings; vanadate
inhibitor; self-healing.
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1. Introduction
The uncontrolled corrosion damage of structural parts of airplanes may cause mechanical
failures leading to disastrous accidents. Complex multilayer corrosion protective systems are
commonly used for corrosion protection of metallic parts prone to corrosion damage such as
aluminium alloys which are relevant materials for aerospace applications. State of the art
corrosion protective systems in aerospace industry are comprised of a top coat, primer and pretreatment [1]. In spite of improved protection characteristics of the coatings, the industry is
burdened with expensive revisions, maintenance procedures and repainting/replacement of the
damaged parts due to lacking the means for monitoring the extent of corrosion damage under the
coated parts. Therefore the efforts have been placed on how to improve the multi-layer corrosion
protective systems and achieve better active corrosion protection functionalities able to prolong
corrosion protection of aluminium alloys.
Each of the layers in a corrosion protective scheme has its own functionality. For
example, a tough top coat provides a barrier against the environment, UV radiation and
mechanical impacts. More intricate role is provided by a primer and pre-treatment. A primer is
responsible for storage and release of corrosion inhibitive additives such as the state of the art Cr
(VI) pigments and others inorganic pigments [2]. Unfortunately, due to health risks of chromates
its application in industry became very limited and will be abandoned in future. Much of research
was concentrated on finding Cr-free solutions and developing containers for storage and release
of corrosion inhibitors. Several groups have developed reservoirs of inhibitors to be combined
with different primers based on layered double hydroxides (LDH) [3-6]. LDH compounds loaded
with decavanadate, vanadate, phosphate, and 2-mercaptobenzothiazolate showed promising
results in active corrosion protection of AA2024. Pigments based on rare earth organophosphate
compounds [7, 8] and polyelectrolyte capsules of inhibitor [9, 10] have been used as additives to
organic primers, which provide efficient corrosion protection of aluminium alloys.
An additional corrosion protection of aluminium alloys may be achieved by a proper
surface pre-treatment which integrates inhibiting species within. However, one of the major
benefits of such pre-treatments is enhanced interface adhesion between a metal and organic
coatings. Traditionally chromate based pre-treatments have been used, which demonstrate
efficient corrosion protection and adhesion [11]. In order to cope with the environmental
regulations different Cr-free conversion coatings have been developed with several alternatives
on the table such as anodic films [1, 12], conversion coatings [13-15], inorganic hydrotalcite
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coatings [16]. Corrosion inhibition functionality of such coatings depends on whether the coating
contains inhibiting ions efficient in corrosion protection of the underlying aluminium alloys. Thin
pre-treatments have limited capacity to incorporate inhibitive species needless to say containers
of inhibitors. Unless a pre-treatment has intrinsic inhibitive properties e.g. cerate, chromate type,
there are a few alternatives such as porous anodic layers, mixed hydroxide layers (LDH) and solgel coatings which can successfully include inhibitors. In the case of anodic films sealing of the
pores with LDH has been used to enhance active corrosion protection of the films [17, 18]. LDH
is able to store and release inhibitive vanadate anions providing efficient corrosion protection of
AA2024 [17]. More recently LDH conversion films have been directly grown on the surface of
AA2024 [19]. These LDH films have defined anionic exchange abilities making them good
storage units for anionic inhibitors unlike hydrotalcite ones having intercalated carbonate species
which are not prone to anionic exchange. Anionic species in LDH films were substituted for
inhibiting vanandates anions thus conferring active corrosion protection functionality to the films.
Contrary to anodic films and inorganic conversion coatings hybrid sol-gel pre-treatments
combine inorganic and organic properties and effectively improve adhesion towards both metal
and organic paints [20]. Admittedly a simple unmodified sol-gel matrix is not capable to provide
active corrosion protection. This calls for a substantial improvement of the coatings by
introducing various corrosion inhibitors either as inorganic [21-23] or organic [24, 25]. However,
a simple addition of inhibitors to a sol-gel matrix cannot be attractive due to possible interactions
between inhibitors and sol-gel, uncontrollable release of inhibitors and loss of barrier properties.
To overcome these problems various inhibitor containers and nano-scale additives have been
developed to impart active corrosion protection functionality on sol-gel systems [26-28]. The
literature offers little information regarding the corrosion protection efficiency of sol-gel coatings
loaded with LDH containers [5, 29]. Although containers of inhibitors generally enhance the
corrosion protective properties of sol-gel coatings, the maximum amount of the containers that a
coating can accommodate is low.
The inhibitor loading can be increased by successfully combining two surface treatment
approaches such as a LDH conversion layer and a sol-gel coating. The double layer system may
provide additional benefits such as uniform distribution of the LDH containers over the metal
surface and an improved delivery rate of the inhibitor located very close to the metal surface.
Moreover, the hybrid layer on top of LDH-conversion coating can be used as an effective primer
insuring reasonable barrier properties and, more importantly, good adhesion to both the LDH
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layer and a polymer top coat. However, such LDH pre-treatments in combination with hybrid solgel coatings have not been thoroughly studied yet. Moreover, there is a lack of information
regarding surface uniformity, compatibility with hybrid/organic coatings and active corrosion
protection (self-healing) efficiency in a multilayer scheme.
Therefore, the aim of this work was to investigate synergy between a LDH pre-treatment
and hybrid sol-gel matrix acting as a Cr (VI) free corrosion protective system for AA2024. This
work has explored several steps which might affect the efficiency of corrosion protection by the
bilayer pre-treatment. Particularly, the attention has been given to the surface cleaning process of
AA2024, the type of the incorporated anions in the LDH structure and the presence of a sol-gel
film. The main techniques for investigation of corrosion protection effectiveness were
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and Scanning Vibrating Electrode Technique
(SVET). The microstructure and chemical properties of the coatings were explored by electron
microscopy, and spectroscopy methods.
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2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
Aluminium alloy AA2024-T3 containing the following alloying elements (wt.%): Cu 3.8–
4.9; Fe 0.5; Cr 0.1; Mg 1.2–1.8; Mn 0.3–0.9; Si 0.5; Ti 0.15; Zn 0.25; other 0.15 was used in this
study. Aluminium coupons with dimensions 3× 4.5× 0.1 cm were chemically cleaned according
to two procedures (Table 1). The first pre-treatment procedure (#1) consisted of the alloy
cleaning at room temperature during 120 s in dilute 0.1 M NaOH (CAS 1310-73-2 SigmaAldrich) solution. Then, the plates were etched during 480 s in a 0.1 M HNO3 (CAS 7697-37-2
Alfa Aesar) solution. Each step was followed by washing with deionised water. Finally, the
AA2024 plates were sonicated in ethanol for 5 minutes and dried in air. The samples pre-treated
according to this procedure were denominated as #1 (Table 1). The second procedure (#2)
consisted of cleaning in Metaclean T2001 (based on alkaline metal silicates with complexing, and
surface active agents) at about 65 °C during 25 min followed by rinsing with deionized water.
CFGAfterwards the specimens were etched in Turco™Liquid Aluminetch N2 (based on sodium
hydroxide and phosphates) at 65 °C during 45 sec and rinsing with deionized water and acid
etching in Turco™ Liquid Smutgo NC (based on Ferric Sulfate, Nitric Acid, Sodium
Hydrogendifluoride, Sulfuric Acid) at 30 °C during about 5 min followed by rinsing with
deionized water and drying in air. The samples pre-treated according to this procedure were
denominated as #2 (Table 1).
2.2 LDH and Sol-gel synthesis.
LDH synthesis
The LDHs conversion layer was synthesized as described in previous works [19].
Aluminium alloy substrates were immersed in a 5 mM zinc nitrate (CAS 10196-18-6 SigmaAldrich) solution (pH adjusted to 7) for a few hours at 100ºC. The substrates were then removed
from solution, washed and dried. At this point, LDH(NO3) films had been formed on the metal
surface. Afterwards, the plates were immersed in a second solution of 0.1 M NaVO3 (CAS
13718-26-8 Sigma-Aldrich) (pH 8-9) for a couple of hours at 50ºC. The plates were finally
washed with ultrapure water, ethanol (>98%), and then dried in air. After this process, AA2024
plates with LDH films intercalated with vanadates were obtained LDH(V2O7).
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The LDH(V2O7) powder for inhibitor release studies was synthesized by anion-exchange
using LDH(NO3) as a pristine LDH, the latter was prepared by co-precipitation route according
to the procedure described in detail in [4].

Sol-gel synthesis
Hybrid sols were prepared by a controllable hydrolysis of zirconium (IV) propoxide
(TPOZ) (CAS 23519-77-9 Alfa Aesar) and 3- glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) (CAS
2530-83-8 Alfa Aesar) precursors in 2-propanol (CAS 67-63-0 Sigma-Aldrich). At first TPOZ
(70 wt.% in 2-propanol) was mixed with ethylacetoacetate (CAS 141-97-9 Fluka) in 1:1 volume
ratio during 20 min. Then the solution was hydrolysed during 1 h in presence of 0.32 M nitric
acid aqueous solution. GPTMS was mixed with 2-propanol in 1:1 volume ratio. The solution was
hydrolysed in the nitric acid solution with a 0.13 volume ratio of water to GPTMS under stirring
during 1 h. Both TPOT and GPTMS containing solutions were mixed together for one additional
hour and then left ageing for another hour. The synthesis process was carried out at a temperature
22 ± 1 °C maintained by a water circulating thermostat.
LDH layer synthesis and sol-gel coating processes are schematically presented in Figure
1. Sol-gel coatings were applied on the LDH treated AA2024 plates using a dip coating process.
The plates were immersed for 100 sec in a sol-gel solution and then withdrawn at a speed of 18
cm/min. After drying in air during 30 min the coated samples were transferred to a pre-heated
oven at 120 °C where they were cured during 80 min.
Vanadate analytical release studies were performed using standalone sol-gel film which
was prepared by mixing hybrid sol-gel formulation (synthesized as described above) with
LDH(V2O7) powder (synthesised by co-precipitation method [4]) which was cast onto Teflon
moulds and cured using the sol-gel curing process described above. The final dry weight loading
of LDH in the cast films was about 18 wt.% which was determined by the difference between the
weight of a pure sol-gel and the sol-gel mixed with LDH powder.

2.3 SEM/EDS
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Scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) studies were
performed with Hitachi S4100 FE-SEM and Hitachi Su-70. All samples were sputtered with a
carbon layer to provide surface conductivity.
2.4 EIS
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed with a
Gamry FAS2 Femtostat with PCI4 controller at open circuit potential with 10 mV RMS applied
sinusoidal perturbation in a frequency range of 2.6×10-3-1×105 Hz with 7 data points per
frequency decade. The electrochemical cell consisted of a saturated calomel reference electrode
(SCE), a counter platinum spring electrode, and a coated AA2024 sample with a surface area of
3.35 cm2 working electrode. The measurements were carried out in 0.5 M NaCl (CAS 7647-14-5
Sigma-Aldrich) solution at open air at a temperature about 22±1 ºC in a Faraday cage. Impedance
spectra were treated using EchemAnalyst (Gamry Inc.) software.
2.5 SVET
An Applicable Electronics (USA) Scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) was
used for measurements of ionic current densities. The SVET microprobe presents a spherical
platinum black tip with 10 µm of diameter. The tip is being vibrated in a direction normal to the
surface at a vibration frequency around 89 Hz and with amplitude around 20 µm. The technique
is based on measurement of potential gradients in solution associated to ionic fluxes created by
oxidation and reduction reactions on the metallic substrate. The measured voltage differences
were converted to current densities (normalized for 1 cm2) by a calibration routine.
The samples were glued on plastic holders and sides of AA2024 were insulated with bee’s
wax, with leaving only the sol-gel covered measurable area of approximately 4x4 mm exposed to
the corrosive media of 0.05M NaCl solution. Ionic current measurements on sol-gel coated
samples were obtained with the probe vibrating at a distance of 100 µm above the sample surface
during the immersion. Maps of ionic currents with 40x40 data points were measured
systematically at different time intervals. SVET data treatment and analyse was done with
contribution of data analysis package by LocalProber (Estonia) SVET equipment.

2.6 GDOES
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Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) depth profile analysis of
coatings was conducted with a HORIBA GD-Profiler 2. Radio frequency plasma discharge with
40 W input power was ignited between the sample and 4 mm copper anode at 650 Pa argon
operating pressure. The plasma discharge sputtered the sample surface and optical emission
spectra of the elements present in the coating were evaluated during the etching process. Each
sample was measured at least in 3 different places in order to have reproducible results.

2.7 UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Detection of Vanadate species was performed using UV-Vis Spectrometer at 260-267 nm
wavelength using modified methodology from the literature [30]. The modification consists of
the Vanadate species detection at pH 10 in a buffered solution (Buffer solution, pH 10,
transparent, Alfa Aesar Specpure). The concentration of Vanadate species in the solution with
unknown concentration has been calculated using the calibration curve obtained from a set of
standard concentrations of vanadate solutions measured under the same conditions (R2 = 0.9839).
All the measurements were done in triplicate.
The liquid samples were prepared by mixing 10 ml of 0.5M NaCl solution with about
0.043 g of pure LDH(V2O7) powder or 0.240 g of cast sol-gel/LDH(V2O7) film in plastic
containers. The liquid mixture was stirred at 200 r.p.m. at room temperature. At a certain time 1
ml aliquot was taken from the mixtures and diluted with 1 ml of buffer pH 10. The aliquot was
preliminary filtrated using 3 ml syringe and filter with 0.45µm pore volume in order to remove
any solid contaminants. The taken aliquot was replaced with a clear 1 ml of 0.5M NaCl solution
in the initial mixture to maintain the total volume of liquid part in the mixture. After 1 h of aging
the aliquot (this time is sufficient for vanadate speciation form equilibrium achievement,
corresponding to pH 10, namely, VO3), the measurement of vanadate absorption was performed
in a 10 mm quartz cuvette, using pH 10 buffer solution as a blank solution.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Microstructural and chemical analysis
Figures 2 (a,b) depict surface microstructure of AA2024 after two cleaning pretreatments, namely #1 (two-step process) and #2 (three-step process). In the course of the pre8

treatments a fraction of intermetallics is being dissolved. While a small part of intermetallics was
removed from the surface after pre-treatment #1 (Figure 2a) the second pre-treatment #2 (Figure
2b) significantly reduces the population of intermetallics on the metal surface. This is clearly
displayed by a lot more craters formed on the surface after dissolution of intermetallics. By
reducing the content of intermetallics on the alloy surface the corrosion resistance of the
aluminium matrix increases. On the downside the presence of intermetallics is directly related
with the growth of LDH on AA2024 surface.
Figures 2 (c,d,e,f,g) present surface microstructure of the sol-gel coated samples with or
without LDH. The micrographs show LDH islands (brighter places) over coated by sol-gel and
surrounded by sol-gel matrix (darker zones). Several distinct features can be seen. The 2-step
process (#1) produces a more abundant LDH islands on the metallic surface (Figure 2 c,e)
compared with the 3-step process (#2) (Figure 2 d,f). In addition, in the case of a 2-step process
cracks appear atop the LDH islands as can be seen in the inset of Figure 2c. Such cracks could
not be observed on other samples. It can be speculated that the residual solvents (water and/or 2propanol) may penetrate deep into the LDH islands and during the sol-gel coating curing process
and cause large amount of stress in the sol-gel matrix atop the LDH islands thus causing cracks in
the coating. EDS analysis made at the LDH islands clearly demonstrates Zn signal which is
attributed to the LDH (Figure 2h). Al signal comes from LDH and the substrate. Vanadium signal
clearly corresponds to incorporated species of vanadates in LDH. It has been shown before that
the LDH with incorporated vanadate species grown on AA2024 surface contain Al, Zn, V and O
elements [19]. The peaks assigned to Zr, Si and O represent composition of the sol-gel matrix
after curing. In contrast to LDH containing samples, the reference sol-gel coating microstructure
does not show any cracks (Figure 2g). The sol-gel coating homogeneously covers the alloy
surface.
The effect of surface pre-treatment on the growth of LDHs has been discussed in a
previously work reported by our group [31]. In particular, the effect of these pre-treatments was
discussed in the detail in terms of surface morphology and electrochemical properties. The
industrial-based pre-treatment (#2) removes the machined (mechanically deformed) layer from
the AA2024 surface and the intermetallic particles, making the aluminium oxide layer more
stable and thick when compared to the lab-based pre-treatment (#1), which is less effective in this
regard. This difference, explains a higher coverage of LDHs in the (#1) pre-treatment because the
substrate will provide higher amounts of aluminium species when compared to the (#2) pre9

treatment, thereby co-precipitating with Zn2+ from the solution into a LDH structure. With a
higher LDH surface coverage, more corrosion inhibitor is available to provide corrosion inhibitor
in demand.
Figure 3 presents cross-sections of #2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) samples embedded
in resin. The images were acquired at places where LDH “bushes” can be clearly seen on
AA2024 surface (Figure 3a,f). The structure of LDH layer (composed of Zn, Al and partially O)
is clearly seen at the central part of the coating. A V signal is preferentially found at LDH places
suggesting a stable interconnection with the LDH structure. LDH coatings obtained in this work
have similar properties as in the previous study where a more detailed characterisation of crosssections of LDH coatings on AA2024 surface was given [19]. The LDH structure includes
pyrovanadate ions which are composed of linked tetrahedra (VO3–O–VO3) [32]. When such
anions are arranged parallel to the brucite layers plane the gallery height was about 0.5 nm. The
gallery height for LDH with intercalated (V2O74-) estimated from the XRD data was about
0.47 nm [19, 32]. Elemental maps of Si, Al, Zn, O and V reveal the composition of the sol-gel
and LDH layers. It can be easily deduced that the sol-gel matrix effectively penetrates the porous
LDH structure since Si, Zr and (partially O) elements can be clearly seen at LDH zones. It
appears that the coating thickness slightly increases at big LDH islands compared with the
outside zones.
3.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
Corrosion behaviour of the sol-gel coated samples was evaluated by EIS during
immersion in 0.5 M NaCl solution. Impedance spectra of samples after 1 and 14 days of
immersion are presented in Figure 4. The samples having LDH layers prepared on the 2-step and
3-step cleaned AA2024 surface show slightly different EIS spectra at the beginning of
immersion. Typically, the EIS spectrum of a sol-gel coated AA2024 substrate has a time constant
associated with the sol-gel coating dielectric properties and pore resistance, another time constant
is associated with the dielectric properties and pore resistance of the intermediate oxide layer and
the last one is associated to the charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance [33, 34].
The first two time constants are clearly seen on the spectrum of Control sample (Figure 4a) at
about 103 – 104 Hz and about 10-1 Hz respectively. For longer immersion times (ca. 14 days) a
corrosion process time constant clearly shows up on the Control sample spectrum at about 10-2
Hz (Figure 4b).
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When analysing the spectra after the first day of immersion, one can clearly see that the
samples with LDH layers have one additional time constant developed at the middle frequency
range (near 10 Hz) (Figure 4a,c). This time constant can be associated with the mixed LDH and
sol-gel layer. Such mixed layer can be observed on the substrates prepared according to #1 or #2
procedures (Figure 4c). At lower frequencies another time constant shows up, namely the one
attributed to intermediate oxide layer (Figure 4a,c). At the very low frequency the corrosion
process clearly manifests on EIS spectra after 1 day of immersion (Figure 4a). In general,
impedance modulus |Z| is lower on samples prepared according to 2-step cleaned samples
compared to 3-step cleaned one (Figure 4a,c). Mainly this effect is due to lower resistance (higher
porosity and lower thickness) of the intermediate oxide layer. Among all the samples LDH(NO3)
containing ones present the lowest impedance associated with the high corrosive activity. Sol-gel
film resistance and mixed layer resistance drop and corrosion process clearly appears at low
frequency after 14 days of immersion (Figure 4b,d). However, LDH(V2O7) containing samples
demonstrate that the phase angle at low frequency corresponding to the corrosion process time
constant is lower than for Control and LDH(NO3) systems. The EIS spectra of the latter two
samples show resistive response at low frequency.
A further analysis of EIS spectra was made using EIS numerical fitting process in order to
extract physical parameters describing the studied electrochemical systems. Equivalent circuit
models presented in Figure 5 were employed for fitting. The models include the following
elements: sol-gel coating’s porosity Rcoat and capacitance Qcoat, Rmixed and Qmixed elements
describe LDH/Sol-gel layer, Rox and capacitance Qox elements describe barrier oxide layer
properties, and Rct and Qdl describe charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance of
corrosion process. The electrolyte resistance is not clearly seen on EIS spectra, though this
element was included in the equivalent circuits in order to provide a better goodness of fitting.
The models include constant phase elements (CPE) instead of capacitors. This has been done due
to non-ideal impedance response of the coatings and electrochemical processes which show
dispersions of time constants [35]. Such dispersive behaviour can be attributed to inhomogeneous
surface and thickness, and distribution of coating’s dielectric properties.
The equivalent circuit model (Figure 5a) has been used for fitting EIS spectra of
aluminium alloys coated by sol-gel films [23, 33, 36, 37]. The model (b) is somewhat more
complicated and includes an additional time constant element describing properties of the mixed
layer (Figure 5b). Such mixed layer consists of LDH mixed hydroxides intercalated with the sol11

gel matrix (Figure 3). A clear distinction between such a layer and a sol-gel coating can be made
if one compares EIS spectra fitting taken at the beginning of immersion. The selected equivalent
circuit models were similar to those presented in Figure 5 with one exception. Fitting results of
the studied coating systems, namely Control, #1LDH(NO3), #1LDH(V2O7), #2LDH(NO3) and
#2LDH(V2O7) after 1 hour of immersion are presented in Table 2. Initial coating resistance is
lower for (NO3) containing systems. A Qcoat parameter of the Control sample is about 3.4×10-8
(S·sa·cm-2) this parameter is slightly lower for #1LDH(V2O7) or (#1LDH(V2O7)) about 2.41×108

and (2.25×10-8) and higher for #1LDH(NO3)/#2LDH(NO3) about 2.59×10-7 and (7.93×10-8)

respectively. Both LDH(NO3) samples have higher Qcoat than other systems and such
discrepancy can be caused by different rate of water absorption and hydrolytic instability of the
coatings during immersion. The mixed layer CPE element parameter Qmixed is relatively high
about 1×10-6 - 3×10-6 (S·sa·cm-2) (Table 2). Since the mixed layer consists of inorganic (mostly
hydroxides) and sol-gel parts it is expected to have a higher capacitance. Oxide layer resistance
Rox is lower in case of nitrate containing samples vs. Control and vanadate containing ones
(Table 2). Also, the fitting displays the presence of corrosion process on #1LDH(NO3) and
#2LDH(NO3) samples. Overall the behaviour of LDH(NO3) samples emphasises poor protective
capabilities vs. other systems. A further EIS spectra analysis will present how the most
significant fitting parameters change in the course of immersion.
Figure 6 presents kinetics of evolution of different fitting parameters during immersion.
Sol-gel coating resistance (Rcoat) decreases during immersion time with approximately similar
rate for different coating systems (Figure 6a). The decrease is mostly associated with appearance
of micro pores in the coatings during immersion. Next, the evolution of mixed layer resistance
(Rmixed) is presented in Figure 6b. Two clear tendencies can be seen the coatings having
LDH(NO3) layer demonstrate almost an order of magnitude lower resistance compared with the
systems having LDH(V2O7) layer. It can be seen that the type of cleaning process (whether it is
#1 or #2 Table 1) does not affect the resistance of the mixed layer. This fact may suggest that the
LDH(V2O7) coating is much denser and more resilient towards the water penetration. On the
other hand the coatings containing LDH(NO3) show excessive cracks and imperfections on the
surface (Figure 2a). These features clearly have a negative effect on the mixed layer resistance.
Intermediate oxide layer is in the vicinity of the metal surface and can be directly
subjected to corrosion process. Arguably, the high resistance and low capacitance of such layer
testify for a higher protectiveness of the coating system. In this work two pre-treatments were
12

investigated which give raise to different microstructure of the alloy surface (Figure 2) and also
different passive oxide film properties. The industrial-based pre-treatment (#2) removes much
more intermetallics on the surface making a thicker aluminium oxide layer when compared to the
lab-based pre-treatment (#1).
Figure 6c presents evolution of oxide layer resistance (Rox). At the very beginning of
immersion the values of Rox were similar for Control, #1LDH(V2O7) and #2LDH(V2O7)
systems (about 6-10 MΩcm2) and 1 or 2 orders of magnitude higher than #1LDH(NO3) and
#2LDH(NO3) systems. Although the surface having pre-treatment #2 contains fewer
intermetallics the #2LDH(NO3) sample does not enforce oxide layer resistance. This procedure
produces a defected oxide layer. On the other hand, #1LDH(V2O7) sample, having intrinsically
more intermetallics on the surface, displays a relatively high oxide resistance (Figure 6c). This is
associated with the strong passivating role of vanadate inhibitor which may patch up defects in
the oxide layer to such extent that the Rox keeps high. After a few days of immersion the
resistance has significantly decreased especially for LDH containing systems. During initial
immersion a corrosion process may have started and caused some disruption of the oxide film
and consequently Rox has decreased. However, at longer immersion time the resistance had
consistent stable values. The ranking of the oxide layer resistance at long immersion time is as
follows: Control ≈ #2LDH(V2O7)> #1LDH(V2O7)> #2LDH(NO3)> #1LDH(NO3). Clearly, the
LDH(V2O7) systems have a higher oxide resistance compared with the LDH(NO3) ones due to
active role of the inhibiting anions towards the destruction of the oxide layer. This dependence
also reveals that the alloy cleaning process #2 provides a higher oxide layer resistance of the
sandwich system compared with the #1 cleaning process. However, other parameters such as Rcoat
and Rmixed did not show any dependence on whether #1 or #2 cleaning process was used.
The oxide capacitance can also enlighten the behavior of the oxide layer during
immersion. Since the CPE parameter (Y) does not have the dimensions of real capacitance a
procedure is needed to convert a Q parameter to real capacitance. This problem has been widely
discussed in different papers [38-40]. For example, Hsu and Mansfeld proposed to use equation
(1) in the case of parallel connection of CPE and R. For a normal distribution of time constants
which results in a distributed time-constant behavior the effective capacitance associated with the
CPE can be expressed by the equation (2) (Brug formula (5) [39]). However, in case of a surface
time-constant distribution (Brug formula (20) or Hirschorn formula (11) apply [39, 40]) which
can be expressed by the equation (3).
13
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where, Ceff is an oxide capacitance expressed in (F·cm-2), Q and α are CPE parameters, ωmax is a
frequency at which the imaginary impedance attributed to a certain time constant has maximal
value, Rf is the resistance of a film, Re is Ohmic resistance. Oxide layer capacitance (Cox) was
calculated using the equation (3). It was assumed that the oxide time-constant shown on EIS
spectra is the result of time constants distributed along the metal surface. Figure 6d presents
evolution of Cox versus immersion time. In general, all four LDH systems show approximately
the same initial capacitance (about 0.7×10-6 F·cm-2) vs. about 2×10-6 F·cm-2 for the Control
system. The capacitance does not significantly change during immersion except for
#1LDH(NO3) sample which shows a rapid increase and then monotonous decrease (Figure 6d).
The capacitance depends on the total area of the oxide film in contact with the electrolyte
solution and on the thickness of the film. The higher the oxide layer area and the thinner the
oxide the higher is the oxide layer capacitance. For electrochemical systems a thinner oxide layer
or a larger surface exposed to corrosion is detrimental from the point of corrosion protection of
the metal surface. The three systems #2LDH(V2O7), #1LDH(V2O7) and #2LDH(NO3) showed
lower capacitance and therefore the highest protectiveness.
Charge transfer resistance (Rct) evolution during immersion is presented in Figure 6e.
This parameter represents active electrochemical process occurring at the metal surface. At the
beginning of immersion LDH containing systems showed Rct within 1-5×105 Ωcm2 while the
corrosion process was not detected on Control sample. However, by the end of 160 hours of
immersion Rct of #1LDH(V2O7) and #2LDH(V2O7) increased until about 1×108 Ωcm2. At
longer immersion time #2LDH(V2O7) system showed Rct drop till about 1×107 Ωcm2. However,
#1LDH(V2O7) system demonstrated some decrease followed by a consistent increase of Rct till
about 2×108 Ωcm2. On the other hand, the nitrate containing systems #1LDH(NO3) and
#2LDH(NO3) showed more than an order of magnitude lower Rct (2-7×106 Ωcm2) than
LDH(V2O7) systems. The growth of Rct may suggest a healing of the corrosion process at the
alloy surface.
Both inhibited systems showed a much higher resistance than the Control system and
uninhibited ones. At this point it can be concluded that the inhibited systems demonstrated an
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efficient long term corrosion protection of AA2024. It should be pointed out that when the
cleaning process #1 is used the Rct tends to be higher at longer immersion time in contrast to the
cleaning process #2 in which Rct decreases. This discrepancy can be correlated with the
microstructural properties of the samples prepared with #1 and #2 processes. The samples
pretreated following the first pre-treatment process have larger distribution of LDH over the
metal surface compared with the second one. Therefore, the larger the LDH distribution at the
surface the more vanadate inhibitor will be incorporated during the anionic exchange. This may
explain the observed discrepancy in Rct at longer immersion. The next step was to understand
what would be corrosion activity of the LDH containing systems when the coating is disrupted
and the metal surface is directly exposed to a corrosive electrolyte.
3.3 SVET studies
Measurements of local ionic current densities have been done using SVET on the coated
samples containing of two circular sharp needle made defects that penetrated the coatings to the
metal surface. Ionic current maps acquired at different immersion times in NaCl solution on
Control, #2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) samples (as an example) are depicted in Figure 7.
After short term of immersion a weak anodic and cathodic activity shows up on Control sample.
During further immersion the ionic currents grow achieving the values about +62 and -7 µAcm-2
for anodic and cathodic corrosion respectively after 1 week of immersion (Figure 7). A smaller
cathodic activity may be related with the fact that a part of the cathodic activity takes place at the
anodic pitting site and at the metal surface in pores of the sol-gel coating on the large area of the
sample. The generated hydroxyl anions due to cathodic process may not come into the plane of
vibration of a SVET probe which provides limitations for detection by the probe. However, as the
anodic and cathodic electrochemical processes are linked, the changes of the anodic activity were
used for interpretation of active healing action. The anodic activity correlates with the place of a
pit covered with corrosion products clearly visible on the optical picture. Samples #2LDH(NO3)
and #2LDH(V2O7) demonstrate quite different behaviour. At the beginning of immersion a high
anodic activity develops at one of the defects on both samples. Remarkably, this activity is about
ten folds higher on #2LDH(NO3) sample (132 µAcm-2) compared to #2LDH(V2O7) one (13
µAcm-2). Although the magnitude of ionic current decreases on #2LDH(NO3), the optical images
of the sample confirm high corrosion activity and abundant corrosion products development at
the place of the anodic activity (Figure 7 optical image), contrary to that, the anodic activity
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measured on #2LDH(V2O7) sample slightly decreases over time. During the initial days of
immersion the LDH coating does not provide defined inhibition due to possible lack of inhibitor
at defect locations. However, at the end of immersion period (1 week) neither anodic nor cathodic
activities were detected on ionic current maps. The decrease of current densities at defects may
be explained by self-healing effect of LDH(V2O7) in corrosion protection of AA2024. The
optical image of the surface of #2LDH(V2O7) sample after immersion also confirms absence of
any corrosion product precipitates signifying well-defined corrosion inhibition. The presented
experimental series for #2LDH(V2O7) is selected the worse one, where initially the currents
occurred and only later disappeared during the immersion time, in order to show the possible
self-healing effect. While in case of other experiments the #2LDH(V2O7) often shows a good
corrosion protection and no detectable activity since the beginning of immersion.
3.4 Surface analysis after immersion tests
Figure 8 presents SEM images of #2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) containing coatings
after EIS measurements taking almost a month of immersion in 0.5 M NaCl solution. The
pictures show significant cracking at the places of mixed hydroxides (bright islands) in both
LDH(NO3) samples (Figure 8a,c). On the contrary, the LDH(V2O7) samples demonstrate only a
few micro cracks located at the mixed hydroxide places (Figure 8b,d). The existence of cracks is
very much consistent with EIS measurements demonstrating a loss of sol-gel barrier protection
and a significant decrease of mixed layer resistance during immersion of LDH(NO3) samples
(Figure 6a,b). On the other hand, these two parameters were higher for LDH(V2O7) containing
coatings. The chemical analysis performed at the islands of mixed hydroxide layers suggested
changes in chemical composition. Figure 8e shows EDS spectra acquired at LDH islands of
LDH(NO3) and LDH(V2O7) samples. The spectra show typical elemental composition of the
sol-gel coatings (Si, O, Zr), double hydroxides of (Al and Zn) and a (V) signal highlighting the
incorporated inhibitive species. In addition the Cl signal, with higher intensity on LDH(NO3)
sample, appears on both samples. Such signal can be detected on all LDH containing systems
after corrosion testing. Therefore, the accumulation of Cl in the LDH islands can be correlated
with anion exchange occurring between the LDH and chloride anions and/or desorption of
vanadate inhibitor from LDH.
An additional chemical analysis of the coatings has been performed by GDOES. Figure 9
presents GDOES elemental profiles obtained on #2LDH-NO3 and #2 LDH(V2O7) samples
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before and after 1 month of immersion in 0.5 M NaCl. These elemental profiles were obtained
simultaneously during the coating sputtering in the plasma discharge. During the sputtering the
surface is gradually removed while chemical composition of the plasma is analysed. There are
three main regions that can be highlighted on the profiles. Before immersion the first region
(zone I) shows distinct footprints of the sol-gel coatings consisting of Si, Zr and O elements
(Figure 9). The intensities of these signals decrease with sputtering time. On the other hand the
signals representing the LDH layers (zone II), namely Zn (V in case of LDH(V2O7)) increase
when going closer to the metal/coating interface and then decrease. Such behaviour is most
probably attributed to the fact that LDH is directly grown at the metal surface and is partially
coated by a sol-gel coating. Thus at initial sputtering times the signal increases when plasma
reaches the LDH bulk, and then decreases when most of the LDH has been etched away. Al
signal, on the contrary, increases mostly due to contribution from the LDH layer and from the
alloy composition. The transitionary region is near the metal surface. At this place both signals
from the coating and the alloy can be seen on the profiles (Figure 9). When plasma reaches the
alloy surface (zone III) a Cu signal clearly shows up on the profiles (Figure 9). The last zone
corresponds to the bulk alloy, which mostly shows copper and aluminum signals, characteristic
elements of AA2024 composition. After immersion the shape of profiles of most of the elements
remained the same. However, a new element can be identified, namely Cl, which is included in
the coating layer in the course of immersion in NaCl solution. The intensity of Cl signal is higher
for LDH(NO3) sample than LDH(V2O7). This result is very well consistent with the EDS
analysis presented above indicating a higher Cl signal on the sample containing LDH nitrate.

3.5 Analytical studies of vanadate inhibitor release
Release studies could not be done on AA2024 coated by LDH(V2O7) sol-gel due to
interference of the alloy with the release of vanadate species which can efficiently adsorb on the
metal. Therefore, model experiments were conducted with Zn/Al LDH(V2O7) particles
synthesized by conventional anion-exchange procedure using Zn/Al-nitrate LDH as the precursor
[5] and incorporated into the same sol-gel formulation. The sol-gel was cast into Teflon moulds
and cured. The final dry weight loading of LDH in the coating was about 18 wt.% which was
determined by the difference between the weight of a pure sol-gel and the sol-gel with LDH
powder. Both LDH(V2O7) grown on metallic AA2024 and LDH(V2O7) powder synthesised via
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co-precipitation route have high extent of similarity in terms of structural and morphological
features. The last fact was confirmed in paper [19]. Tedim et al. showed similarity of XRD
characteristic reflections positions of LDH(NO3) and LDH(V2O7) grown on metallic substrates
with the same structural polycrystalline LDHs prepared by co-precipitation route [32]. The platelike crystal morphology of deposited LDHs is also in agreement with previous published work
[5].
Figure 10 presents vanadate release profiles of the two systems, namely LDH powder and
sol-gel coating with LDH. In studied conditions (buffer pH 10) the predominating speciation of V
is VO3 [41]. As a corrosion trigger the solution of 0.5M NaCl was used. The studies of Tedim et
al., 2012 (J. Tedim, A. Kuznetsova, A.N. Salak, F. Montemor, D. Snihireva, M. Pilz, M. L.
Zheludkevich, M.G.S. Ferreira/ Zn–Al layered double hydroxides as chloride nanotraps in active
protective coatings// Corrosion Science 55, 2012, pp. 1–4.) showed, that concentration of
released anions from LDH increases with the increment of sodium chloride concentration in bulk
solution. Thus, for tests high concentration of sodium chloride was chosen: to provide the high
extent of exchange with vanadate anions.
The release of inhibitor from LDH-powder is fast, achieving a maximum during first 24 h
with slight decrease of released values for long timescale (more than 1 week). It was calculated
that during release timescale (4 weeks in presence of 0.5M NaCl) the released vanadate value
from the LDH powder corresponds to around 4% from the loading content. The loading content
of vanadate in LDH is about 10% wt. This concentration decrease can be associated with possible
adsorption of vanadate on the LDH-surface. According to the literature data BET surface area of
different types of synthesized LDH varies in the range of 1-3 m2/g depending on the types of
cations in LDH structure [42]. Studies of Abdolmohammad-Zadeh et al. showed the successful
application of Zn/Al-LDH as good sorbent of organic dye [43]. Another justification for this can
be the precipitation of vanadate in some sort of insoluble salt (Zn3(VO4)2) which is retained in the
filter or in the powder.
Sol-gel coating with incorporated LDH shows a slow kinetics of vanadate release, which
is about 15 times lower in comparison to LDH powder (Figure 10). The accessibility of chlorides
defines the exchange rate with vanadate anions in the LDH structure. Transport properties and
permeability of organic coating towards moisture and, in particular, chloride species create
additional limitation for the vanadate release [44, 45]. The main conclusion is that sol-gel reduces
kinetics of release of vanadate species. This helps to keep the inhibitor in LDH and prolong
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corrosion inhibition. In order to provide a better release a defect in the coating should be made
which would provide an impetus for anionic exchange with chloride anions. The latter
mechanism has been proven by SVET analysis.
Additionally, the replicas solutions containing sol-gel coating with LDH system after the
last point measurements were analysed by ICP-OES analysis. The average concentration of
vanadate (VO3 form) was about 2.2±0.3 ppm, which is at the similar level as was estimated by
UV-Vis spectrometry (Figure 10).

3.6 Mechanism of inhibition
Sol-gel coatings had been explored as possible pre-treatment for aluminium alloys before.
Given the high flexibility of sol-gel chemistry to impart different properties to the sol-gel
coatings the latter may also be employed as a primer coating to improve adhesion. Besides, a solgel matrix, provided that it is thick enough, may be used for storage of inhibitor containers thus
granting the coating a role of a primer in the multilayer protective systems. In this work a simple
sol-gel formulation in conjunction with the LDH layers has been used to demonstrate its
efficiency in corrosion protection of AA2024. The coating is able to provide the reinforcement of
the interface between the metal and LDH by forming a transitory region with the sol-gel coating.
This coating would fill defects and improve adhesion between the metal and LDH, besides
providing chemical interlink with organic layers. When defects appear in the coating the
corrosive electrolyte would permeate down to metal causing uncontrollable corrosion. However,
the sub LDH layer would release the inhibiting species into the defects thereby curbing the
starting corrosion process.
Electrochemical tests, namely EIS and SVET, clearly demonstrate an efficient corrosion
inhibition of AA2024 coated by LDH(V2O7) systems (Figures 6,7). Particularly, charge transfer
resistance calculated for LDH(V2O7) systems (about 108 Ωcm2) was at least one order of
magnitude higher than that for other systems (about 106-107 Ωcm2). Ionic current densities
measured by SVET at two defects were effectively suppressed in the inhibited system (anodic
currents from 13 µ µAcm-2 to about 1-2 µAcm-2) compared with the control sol-gel coated alloy
(anodic currents from 3 µAcm-2 to about 62 µAcm-2). Inhibition of cathodic corrosion at AA2024
can be clearly seen in SVET results which detect only anodic ionic currents in artificial defects
made on #2LDH(V2O7) layers (Figure 7). However, following the dynamics of ionic current
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changes measured at the defects of LDH(V2O7) layers it can be seen after 7 days immersion the
currents dropped to almost zero (Figure 7) thereby demonstrating a very efficient self-healing
process. Such corrosion protection is clearly provided by high effectiveness of vanadate species
for corrosion inhibition of AA2024.
The corrosion inhibiting efficiency of LDH(V2O7) depends not only on the release rate
on the vanadium species but also on the chemistry of the corrosive environment. Vanadate
species, unlike many others, have different speciation in solutions with different pH [41]. In
acidic solutions vanadate species tend to polymerize forming polyanions octahedral vanadates. In
a defect, which shows mostly anodic dissolution of aluminium, pH decreases due to hydrolysis of
Al3+ cations and at high dissolution rates the pH values may be about 3 or lower [46]. At such
conditions it is expected that vanadate species polymerise forming much less effective
decavanadate species [47]. On the contrary, at higher pH simple tetrahedral vanadate species are
formed [41, 47-49]. These species provide more effective inhibition than octahedral species. An
extensive study on the correlation between different structure of vanadate species and their
inhibiting performance has been done [41, 47, 48]. Vanadate species provide cathodic corrosion
inhibition of oxygen reduction reaction following the adsorption at active intermetallics and
reduction at cathodic metal surface [47]. It has been established that local breakdown and
dissolution of active intermetallics such as S-phase (Al2MgCu) is prevented in vanadate solutions
at high pH [41, 50]. Also it was reported that pitting potential of pure aluminium increased,
though anodic passive currents were higher on aluminium in NaCl + NaVO3 solution than in
NaCl one [50]. In terms of inhibiting efficiency performance tetrahedral vanadate species have
higher performance compared to octahedral ones. Vanadate species and their inhibiting
performance can be arranged in the following way: V1>V2>V4>V10. Therefore, a preferable
scenario of inhibition may include release of tetrahedral vanadate species providing more
efficient corrosion inhibition in cathodic defects.
Release studies indicated that the concentration level of vanadate species released from
the sol-gel coating containing LDH is quite small (about 1 ppm (0.01 mM)). At such
concentration it is expected to have the following species at equilibrium VO2(OH)2−, VO(OH)2−
in the range of pH from 5 to 9 [41] and a reference in that paper [51]. Iannuzzi et al. reported that
monovanadate species provide efficient corrosion inhibition of AA2024 already at a
concentration about 0.007 mM in aerated solution at pH 7.6 [47]. At concentrations higher than
0.02 mM the calculated inhibiting efficiency was higher than 90% [47]. In spite of a low
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concentration of vanadate species detected by analytical studies in this work, the concentration
near the surface and especially in microdefects in the coating should be higher as the LDH
coating is located directly in contact with the metallic surface. The concentration of vanadate
released from LDH powder is about 20-30 ppm (0.2 – 0.3 mM) (Figure 10). Although sol-gel
coating containing LDH releases less inhibitor than the LDH powder, when the coating is
damaged the LDH conversion layer will have capabilities to release sufficient quantity of
inhibitor in the defect. It is also reasonable to assume that the inhibitor released form the
conversion layer needs less traveling time to the metal surface in order to provide effective
corrosion inhibition.
LDH containers may also contribute to corrosion inhibition of AA2024 by the anionic
exchange process with aggressive anions such as Cl-. When chlorides uncontrollably diffuse and
concentrate at the aluminium surface they adsorb on the passive oxide surface and penetrate
through the oxide film via vacancy transport and cause localized dissolution of aluminium at the
metal/oxide interface [52]. The formation of transitory compounds within the oxide film
contributes to the inhibition of the anodic dissolution of the native film-covered pure aluminium
below the pitting potential [53]. However, at potentials higher than pitting potential these
compounds dissolve into solution thus causing pitting. The reduction in adsorption of Cl- by other
anions (e.g. NO3-, SO42-) was found to increase pitting potential and reduce overall corrosion on
Al surface [53, 54]. LDH may effectively exchange NO3- for Cl- anions during immersion in
NaCl solutions [55]. Having that in mind, both LDH(NO3) and LDH(V2O7) can contribute to
corrosion protection of AA2024 by adsorbing corrosive chloride anions. This effect may be
responsible for increasing the charge transfer resistance of LDH(NO3) samples as has been
evaluated by EIS (Figure 6e). Though the impact of Cl- trapping is much smaller for LDH(V2O7)
system which did not show high chloride content after immersion (Figure 9). The latter is
associated with slow kinetics of anion exchange between the incorporated vanadate and chloride
anions. At such slow anionic exchange the leaching rate of the inhibitor is quite low which is
beneficial for keeping the inhibitor in the coating. However, the coatings systems including
LDH(NO3) layers adversely affected sol-gel barrier properties causing extensive corrosion of the
alloy. They also failed to show active corrosion protection in SVET tests.
After gathering all the information a scheme presenting a possible mechanism of vanadate
release from LDH structures and corrosion inhibition at AA2024 can be shown (Figure 11). The
surface of AA2024 contains cathodic intermetallics which support oxygen reduction process [47].
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Since the cathodic process is balanced by an anodic process of aluminium oxidation the extensive
corrosion inevitably leads to development of pitting corrosion. During immersion in NaCl
solution vanadate anionic species in LDH structure release, diffuse into the solution near defects
and adsorb preferably on the cathodic intermetallics thereby inhibiting cathodic process of
oxygen reduction. The cathodic inhibition leads to decrease in anodic activity and thus improving
the corrosion resistance of AA2024 in NaCl solution. Localized corrosion inhibition can be
traced down to independent intermetallics which extensive dissolution is prevented in the course
of immersion in the NaCl solution (Figure 11). These results are in line with other works
presenting localized inhibition of intermetallics corrosion [50, 56, 57]. Similarly, LDH(NO3)
layers may effectively scavenge Cl- anions which may reduce corrosion process at AA2024
surface. However, in this work EIS and SVET electrochemical measurements did not show
efficient corrosion protection of AA2024 by LDH(NO3) conversion layers. One of the main
limitations of these layers is their high tendency to form defects in the sol-gel coatings as was
revealed by EIS fitting results (Figure 6a,b) and microstructural analysis (Figure 8a,c). On the
other hand, LDH(V2O7) coatings do not destroy sol-gel matrix and provide efficient active
corrosion protection with defined self-healing.
5. Conclusions
In this work corrosion protective properties of two layer sandwich systems consisting of a
LDH conversion layer covered by a sol-gel coating were explored.
Coating systems containing LDH(NO3) conversion layers caused significant damage in
the sol-gel coating after immersion which was observed in microstructural studies. Impedance
results showed weak barrier protection of sol-gel coatings and mixed layers and high localized
corrosion activity displayed by SVET measurements.
On the other hand, coating systems containing LDH(V2O7) conversion layers
demonstrated clear microstructure without visible microdefects before and after immersion in 0.5
M NaCl solution. LDH(V2O7) conversion layers are highly compatible with the sol-gel matrix
and display higher mixed layer resistance unlike for LDH(NO3) ones. The coatings showed
efficient active corrosion protection and self-healing abilities which were revealed by EIS and
SVET studies.
Release studies showed very slow kinetics of vanadate release from the cast solgel/LDH(V2O7) coating matrix compared with the bare LDH(V2O7) powder. The slow release
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can be associated with limited anionic exchange ability with corrosive chloride anions and
diffusion limitations caused by the sol-gel matrix.
The corrosion protective mechanism of AA2024 by LDH coatings may involve two
factors, namely scavenging of aggressive chlorides anions by LDH and release of corrosion
inhibitive vanadate species to microdefects and effective cathodic corrosion inhibition at active
metal surface provided by metavanadate species.
This study shows that it is possible to combine LDH and sol-gel coatings having active
corrosion protection. This system has potential to be studied further as a part of a full protection
system opening prospects for the development of new multilayer corrosion protection systems for
aerospace applications.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. A scheme of LDH synthesis and Sol-gel coating application.
Figure 2. SEM images of AA2024 surface after pre-treatments #1 (a) and #2 (b), and solgel coatings atop LDH(NO3) (c,d) and LDH(V2O7) (e,r) conversion layers on 2-steps pre-treated
AA2024 (c,e) and 3-steps pre-treated (d,f) AA2024; a blank sol-gel coating (g); EDS spectra of
sol-gel coated LDH(NO3) and LDH(V2O7) samples (h).
Figure 3. SEM micrographs (a,f) and EDS elemental maps of LDH(NO3) (a,b,c,d,e) and
LDH(V2O7) (f,g,h,i,j) samples cross-sections before immersion.
Figure 4. EIS spectra of Control, #1LDH(NO3) and #1LDH(V2O7) coatings (a,b) and
#2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) coatings (c,d) after 1 day (a,c) or 14 (b,d) days immersion in
0.5M NaCl solution; solid lines present EIS spectra fitting.
Figure 5. Equivalent circuits employed for fitting impedance spectra of Sol-gel coated
system (a) and LDH/sol-gel coated systems (b).
Figure 6. Evolution of fitting parameters of EIS spectra during immersion. Graphs
represent sol-gel coating resistance Rcoat a), mixed oxide film resistance Rmixed b), oxide layer
resistance Rox c), capacitance Cox d), and charge transfer resistance Rct e).
Figure 7. SVET ionic currents maps measured on Control, #2LDH(NO3) and
#2LDH(V2O7) sample during different times in 0.05 M NaCl.
Figure 8. SEM images of sol-gel coatings after immersion tests #1LDH(NO3) a),
#2LDH(NO3) c), and #1LDH(V2O7) b) and #2LDH(V2O7) d); EDS spectra (e) acquired at LDH
islands #2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) samples.
Figure 9. GDOES elemental profiles obtained on #2LDH(NO3) (a,b) and #2LDH(V2O7)
(c,d) samples before (a,c) and after (b,d) EIS tests (approximately 1 month of immersion in 0.5 M
NaCl).
Figure 10. Release profiles of vanadate (VO3) species. Error bars correspond to standard
deviation and lines are obtained by adjacent -averaging method for guidance purposes.
Figure 11. Mechanism of inhibition of AA2024 by a sol-gel/LDH(V2O7) protective
coating; and SEM/EDS analysis of a coating containing LDH(V2O7) layer showing buried S-
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phase intermetallic and defined signals of Al, Cu and Mg on the EDS graph acquired at the
intermetallic.

LDH(NO3)
growth

Anionic
exchange
LDH(V2O7)

Sol-gel coating
and curing

Figure 1. A scheme of LDH synthesis and Sol-gel coating application.
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Figure 2. SEM images of AA2024 surface after pre-treatments #1 (a) and #2 (b), and solgel coatings atop LDH(NO3) (c,d) and LDH(V2O7) (e,r) conversion layers on 2-steps pre-treated
AA2024 (c,e) and 3-steps pre-treated (d,f) AA2024; a blank sol-gel coating (g); EDS spectra of
sol-gel coated LDH(NO3) and LDH(V2O7) samples (h).
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs (a,f) and EDS elemental maps of LDH(NO3) (a,b,c,d,e) and
LDH(V2O7) (f,g,h,i,j) samples cross-sections before immersion.
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Figure 4. EIS spectra of Control, #1LDH(NO3) and #1LDH(V2O7) coatings (a,b) and
#2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) coatings (c,d) after 1 day (a,c) or 14 (b,d) days immersion in
0.5M NaCl solution; solid lines present EIS spectra fitting.
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Figure 5. Equivalent circuits employed for fitting impedance spectra of Sol-gel coated
system (a) and LDH/sol-gel coated systems (b).
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Figure 6. Evolution of fitting parameters of EIS spectra during immersion. Graphs
represent sol-gel coating resistance Rcoat a), mixed oxide film resistance Rmixed b), oxide layer
resistance Rox c), capacitance Cox d), and charge transfer resistance Rct e).
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Figure 7. SVET ionic currents maps measured on Control, #2LDH(NO3) and
#2LDH(V2O7) sample during different times in 0.05 M NaCl.
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Figure 8. SEM images of sol-gel coatings after immersion tests #1LDH(NO3) a),
#2LDH(NO3) c), and #1LDH(V2O7) b) and #2LDH(V2O7) d); EDS spectra (e) acquired at LDH
islands #2LDH(NO3) and #2LDH(V2O7) samples.
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Figure 9. GDOES elemental profiles obtained on #2LDH(NO3) (a,b) and #2LDH(V2O7)
(c,d) samples before (a,c) and after (b,d) EIS tests (approximately 1 month of immersion in 0.5 M
NaCl).
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Figure 10. Release profiles of vanadate (VO3) species. Error bars correspond to standard
deviation and lines are obtained by adjacent -averaging method for guidance purposes.
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Figure 11. Mechanism of inhibition of AA2024 by a sol-gel/LDH(V2O7) protective
coating; and SEM/EDS analysis of a coating containing LDH(V2O7) layer showing buried Sphase intermetallic and defined signals of Al, Cu and Mg on the EDS graph acquired at the
intermetallic.
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